Scan Sheet Instructions

PRINT your:
• County Name
• Team #
• Group Letter in this box.

Example:
Bell #1045A

You will bubble in your class placings in this section. Be sure you bubble in the correct class. Also, be sure to keep your placings on your own paper.

Write and bubble in your assigned Team Number in this box. Be sure to bubble in 4 digits.

Example: 1045

DO NOT mark in these two boxes.

Enter your Group Letter in this box as follows:

1 = A or G or M
2 = B or H or N
3 = C or I or O
4 = D or J or P
5 = E or K or Q
6 = F or L or R

Example shown

DO NOT mark in these two boxes.

Write and bubble in your First & Last Name in the correct columns.

Use a #2 pencil.
DO NOT make stray marks on your scan sheet. It could cause an error when scoring.